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October 6, 2020 9 min read This article was translated into spanish edition using AI technologies. Errors may occur because of this process. This story was originally by Kevin Munger, Pennsylvania State University TikTok, a social media platform targeting young mobile phone users, the second most downloaded app in
the world in 2019 and number one in July 2020. It's also become geopolitical football. Owned by Chinese company ByteDance, TikTok banned India alongside 58 other Chinese-owned applications in July in response to rising border tensions between the two countries. The Trump administration has issued executive
orders banning TikTok and China's WeChat messaging platform from making transactions in the United States before invalidating it, allowing Oracle and Walmart companies to take control of TikTok's U.S. operations in September. As a political scientist studying social media, I was looking at what makes TikTok unique
and why young people flocked to it. In short, the mobile-only app allows users to record themselves dancing or goofing around with a music clip or spoken word and then alters the video using a wide range of six. Despite its superficially frivolous nature, young people have been using the platform to send political
messages, coordinate political action, and hang out in a largely adult-free online space. How Does Every Tikts is a 3-60 second video that repeats when it ends. Most of the screen is taken by a video uploaded by the user. The app offers a wide range of options for customizing and combining these videos, including
video taken from the user's smartphone, photos uploaded online, emoticons, and other text stacking the video, and special effects. The app's library of video distort filters and effects is like Instagram filters, but for the video. At the bottom of the screen contains information about the sound: the audio file that accompanies
the video. These can be uploaded by the user or can be select from a library containing fragments written by professional musicians and people with silly speeches. The sounds had a huge impact on the music industry: Old Town Road, one of the most popular songs of all time, first became popular as a tikTok sound
with a related dance. When you open the application, you will find a tiktok that start playing. This page is for you, which plays the tiktoks recommended by the TikToks algorithm. Swipe up to go to the next icts. Swipe to the right to see the account that uploads the current tiktok. Sarah Cooper's comedy side on TikTok.
Drew Angerer/Getty Images What it means to compare comparisons of TikTok to other digital media platforms shows what makes it unique. Like YouTube, TikTok consists entirely of videos. Like Facebook and Twitter, the main way to consume tiktoks to browse the feed in short posts. Like Netflix, the default way to
search for content is to recommend not through building networks of friends or followers. And like Snapchat and Instagram, TikTok can only be played on mobile phones, giving preference to younger users who use more smartphone-enabled. TikTok is the first social media platform to combine these features. The result
is a unique way to transmit and use information. Diversity of information The combination of video media and newsfeed makes TikTok particularly information dense. Many things are tiktok, and there is an endless stream of tiktoks. Unlike text, video media works with two parallel tracks, transmitting explicit information (the
kind found in speech or writing) and implicit information (social cues like TikToker clothing and hairstyle, or emotional love music) at the same time. The feed allows social media consumers to pass through more bite-sized chunks of content per minute, extracting information much more efficiently than a television
broadcast. Together, these trends provide a dizzying experience in scrolling the For You page, which is a significant step forward in the density of information. If you spend a few hours in TikTok you will see how it works. Other media are starting to feel slow, including previously attractive products such as YouTube video
or Twitter feed. Younger people tend to love intensity (loud music, bright lights), and it's no wonder they find TikTok attractive. Various costs and benefits of TikTok can also change the costs and benefits of posting. On the cost side, because TikTok is designed for smartphones, it's easier for some people to use and
harder for others. It's a general rule of thumb, the more years of your life you spend using technology, and the earlier these years are in your life cycle, the more profient you become in using technology. TikTok also encourages videos in portrait orientation in smartphones to be wherever the user goes when they have a
free moment. As for the benefits, the importance of the referral algorithm on friends networks means that everyone is guaranteed at least a few views, even on the first icts. On Twitter, say, you can log in and Tweet dozens of times before getting likes due to the importance of following networks in determining what people
see. The TikTok For You page varies showing the user's tiktoks and extremely popular tiktoks with only a handful of views, thus promoting greater equality than traditional social networks. In general, TikTok offers an online platform for young people who are unusually separated from the adult world, in which they will
surely get some attention. Common voices, unique movements Finally, the sounds that users combine into personalized videos represent a new way to categorize and navigate social media unique feature of TikTok. If you click on the sound at the bottom of a tiktok, you can see all the other tiktoks that use that audio file.
The most common example a particular dance routine combined with the accompanying sound. Audio is permanent in this group of tiktoks, but each user has a unique video of themselves performing a dance. These dances are examples of TikTok memes. Memes on multiple text or image-centric platforms involve some
fixed meme format, which is then remixed by users who edit the image or text to create a particular meme. In TikTok, however, the raw material that is remixed by the user's body as a user performs a behavior related to meme format, which I embodied in memes. This makes the organization more prominent in TikTok
than other platforms. While intelligent puns are very useful on Twitter, TikTok rewards traditionally attractive or striking bodies to a greater extent than Instagram. This also means that increasingly central categories of identity in politics play an important role in TikTok. Embodied memes often play the race, the race, the
appearance, or physical location of the TikToker. More mainstream image memes may appear anonymous or disemboded as they are shared online. With TikTok, it's impossible to separate the individual from the meme. This article was translated by El Financiero . This article is published from The Conversation under a
Creative Commons license. Read the original article . You've probably made up your mind about TikTok. You saw the ads with a 17-year-old teen, neon touchers, bleached hair, and fake blood dripping down their necks as he synchronised to a tune. Why the hell would you want to download it just to see people dress up,
the words with the mouth, and the speaker? We get it, we get it. But somehow there are supposed to be over a billion people actively scrolling through TikTok monthly, spending nearly an hour of it daily. Yes, it's time to take out the app. The best iPhone apps: The ultimate guideBest Android apps: The ultimate
guideunsplashTikTok is a social app for creating and sharing videos. Many videos tend to be music focused, with creators taking advantage of the application's vast catalog of sound effects, musical fragments, and filters to record short clips of them dancing and lip-syncing. But there is an untonable number of videos to
explore, on various topics. There are DIY and artisan videos, comic sketches, whatever you want. If TikTok sounds familiar, it's because there are similar apps that came before it, like Vine and Dubsmash.TikTok also had a predecessor, called Musical.ly, that Chinese entrepreneurs Alex Zhu and Luyu Yang launched in
2014. ByteDance acquired the Musical.ly 2017, and a year later folded the service's core features and user base into its own TikTok app. Existing users Musical.ly migrated to TikTok accounts. By 2018, TikTok has surpassed Facebook, Instagram, YouTube and Snapchat in the U.S. Apple App Store, and Google Play
Store.TikTok with more than a billion global monthly active users - 63% of these are between the age of 10 and 29. Between. the TikTok are outnumbered by men 2-1 in the U.S. Thanks to the popularity of TikTok, ByteDance is now the world's most valuable startup, with a value of more than $105 billion. TikTokThe
basic function of TikTok is to make users film videos of themselves lip-syncing, dancing, or acting out sketches. Videos - or TikToks - can be up to 15 seconds long, but they can also connect to multiple clips for up to 60 seconds for full recording. Users can also upload longer videos that have been recorded outside the
app. TikTok also has video editing and customization tools. Users have access to a library of songs, effects, filters, and speakers to add to their videos. They also duet with someone responding to a video that has a split screen and endless reactions. They can also add their own sounds and lip sync to another user's
video. Let's go over the app. When you open TikTok, a menu bar appears at the bottom. It contains shortcuts to each of the following five pages in your app: Home: Shows you two feeds - Tracking and for you - between which you can switch. Discover: Mostly shows TikTok videos tagged with trending hashtag. Create
video: Opens the recording screen where you can film a video. Inbox: Shows you all the activities you've done on your videos. (Tap the envelope to access the DMs). Me: Profile visible to you and other users. You can make some of it confidential. In a nutshell, like Vine or Instagram videos, TikTok videos appear
vertically on the screen. You can engage with them in the heart, which are the same as your likes.. Once you've downloaded the TikTok app and opened it, you'll immediately see a selection of featured videos on the for you page. You can switch to the next page to view videos from the users you follow - whether they're
friends or popular TikTokkers. On both sides, make more new videos, drag up the screen or tap Home.You can also try tap Discover (the magnifying glass icon next to the home button) to search videos for keywords and hashtags. Tap the screen inside the videos to pause the screen. Also, check out the right side of the
user's icon to visit your profile. On the right, you'll see the number of hearts and video comments, as well as the number of sharing options. At the bottom of the video, you'll find the user's name, caption, hashtags and the name of the song being played. Top of any of these links to the related videos. Note: You can watch
TikTok videos without creating an account. But you need an account to connect with other users and post videos, obviously. When you're ready to start creating your own video, click the Create Video button (plus sign) at the bottom of the Start screen and press the record button. Although that sounds easy, it's going to
take a ton of work. If you are on YouTube you can see how intense the TikTok video creation process can be for most users. This is because, before you even hit record, you can find sounds, effects, and filters to apply. you are able to the camera, change the speed and so on. You can also save the video as a draft so
you can post it later. Tap Create Video to create a video, and then tap Next after you've finished recording and editing the video. On the video app, tap Drafts. If you're looking for more step-by-step tutorials on R, how to make and edit videos with TikTok, we recommend browsing the TikTok support center. Pocket lint
also has this handy TikTok tips and tricks guide. This Wikipedia page tracks the top 50 TikTok accounts with the most followers. Charli D'Amelia is currently at the top, with 70 million followers. She's 16 and primarily posts videos of herself dancing. The second most popular is Addison Rae, with 50 million followers. He
also posts dancing videos. Many of TikTok's most popular users are teenagers and have become friends over the past year, creating collaborative groups or collectives such as Hype House, Sway House and Club House. They live together in mega-mansions in LA purely for the purpose of creating an endless stream of
TikTok content for you to digest every day. If you don't want to participate in content houses and want to see organic content that's relevant to your interests, explore Discover. TikTok is the latest to bring the blinding light to the United States, with Secretary of State Mike Pompeo reportedly considering banning the app
after a ban on India.Best iPhone apps 2021: The ultimate guideThe app looked at over fears it could be a surveillance tool for China. We take this very seriously and, of course, we are looking at it. We've been working on this issue for a long time, Pompeo told Fox News. With respect to Chinese applications for people's
cell phones, I assure you, the United States will get it right as well. He added that U.S. citizens should be wary of using TikTok if their personal information fall into the hands of the Chinese Communist Party. ByteDance has previously tried to separate itself from its roots after it was originally founded by Chinese
entrepreneur Zhang Yiming. It also withdrew the application from Hong Kong, after implementing Beijing's highly controversial national security law. In light of recent events, we have decided to stop the TikTok app from operating in Hong Kong, they said in a statement. This has led many to believe that ByteDance
opposes Chinese censorship and any suggestion that TikTok could be used as a government surveillance tool. Looks like the U.S. is going to be more persuasive. By Maggie Tillman. I'm Tillman.
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